HEAT Fleet Tracking Solution

Track Your Fleet! Using the HEAT HTOBD plug-in module enables you to:
Get real-time GPS location information for all of your delivery drivers!
Monitor and receive real-time alerts for excessive speed—make sure your drivers are being
safe when your insurance is at risk!
Define your virtual boundaries for Geofence monitoring and alerts!
Automate mileage reports and get accurate delivery / service status!
Monitor for theft and recovery !
Hard-wired solutions available too!

View travel history and location

Alerts for motion or exiting an area

Get street views of current locations

Access up to four months of location history
for your fleet—including speed and alerts!

Set up alerts for motion, speed or as
many geofences as you want!

View detailed street views of any
location to assist with recovery!

The HEAT solution enables delivery
businesses advanced productivity and
insight into their on-road performance
and liability.

www.heattags.com

Cover Your Assets

As little as 36
cents per day!

info@heattags.com

Benefits of HEAT Fleet Tracking
Increase fuel economy by identifying harsh
driving behaviors, speed, idling and inefficient
routing

Reduce wasted phone calls and time to locate your
crew and fleet by knowing exactly where your fleet is

Schedule preventative maintenance based on
time or mileage. Know about vehicle malfunctions to maximize uptime

Be more responsive to customers by being able to
find the closest service vehicle and have insight into
arrival times

Increase productivity by maximizing vehicle
uptime and efficient routing of your fleet

Automate mileage reports, site visit reports and
other useful data reports

Find top performers and identify those that
need more training based on time on site or
site visits per day

Feel in control of your operations by having the
insight and tools to know what is happening on a
daily basis. Receive alerts for unauthorized use.

REPORTING

Speeding Alerts Report by Vehicle

Entry/Exit Reports with Durations

Alert Reports by Vehicle and Position

Daily Mileage and Fuel Usage Reports by Vehicle

Expedited Routing Features Allow
Locating Nearest Vehicle to
Service Location and Supplying
Directions

www.heattags.com
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